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Figure 3. Video frames showing a structure over London.

 

Such structures have also been photographed in Italy. Figure 4 shows a curved shape similar to the one

observed over London, as well as degraded versions that show the presence of individual orbs. These

images were taken from the video documentary, The Urzi UFO Case - a UFOTV produc'on that tells the

story of mul'ple UFO sigh'ngs photographed by Antonio Urzi near Milan, Italy.

 

 Figure 4. Video frames showing a similar structure over Italy.

Also from Italy, the le* panel of Figure 5 shows a shape like an insect larva, while the right panel shows

a magnified view of the same object. The witness reported that "The object changes shape

con'nuously, from edgy to smooth and seemed liquid". Again, the object seems to be constructed of

smaller elements, some of which appear to be orbs.

Figure 5. Image of another structure over Italy.

 

What we may infer from these observa'ons is the existence of a technology that can draw complex

objects in three-dimensional space using balls of plasma as pixels. We know that images on a 2D

computer screen improve in quality as the pixel size decreases and display resolu'on increases.

Similarly, the quality of a 3D drawing in the sky would also improve as the size of the plasma ball

decreases. Therefore, we might expect to see even more realis'c objects drawn in the sky when the

technology is able to create smaller plasma balls in closer proximity.

Recently reported sigh'ngs of complex shapes suggest that a higher resolu'on is already possible. The
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objects in Figure 6 were seen in the USA. These appear more like solid objects than those seen in the UK

and Italy.

 

                        Hoboken, NJ                            Hoboken, NJ                            Mesa, AZ

 Figure 6. Images of higher-resolu�on structures seen in the USA.

 

Many varia'ons of these shapes (found here) have been photographed in Mesa, Arizona. A number of

these images reproduced in Figure 7 show objects that o*en have a complex organic shape, yet

maintain an appearance of cohesiveness and solidity. A YouTube video showing the individual objects

may be seen here. 

The video is accompanied by a wriGen descrip'on of a daylight sigh'ng of one small, nearby object

"about 15 feet away from my loca'on and about 8 feet up in al'tude". The observa'ons are consistent

with what one might expect from a 'ghtly controlled volume of plasma. "...the oval-like shape object

appeared almost fluorescent bright white with a hint of gray, yet it also appeared to be almost

translucent with a frosty white color and possible yellow. The object was randomly juKng slightly

outwards from it's oval-like surface and different random parts of its surface small bumps that

sporadically went outwards slightly then quickly back to its original surface shape. It almost seemed like

something was squirming within the almost transparent yet luminous jello-like mass that was slightly

changing shape with protrusion occurring randomly and disappearing." The sigh'ng was preceded nine

minutes earlier by a flyover of an unmarked helicopter at a "typical" al'tude.

 

Figure 7. More shapes seen over Mesa, AZ.

Discussion

A paGern is emerging which suggests that covert technology is now being used to paint three-

dimensional digital images in the sky by crea'ng small balls of plasma as pixels. However, the science in

the public domain does not easily explain how this might be done. Visible emissions from plasma in the

upper atmosphere have been achieved using a large array of antennae built to s'mulate the ionosphere

(e.g., Kosch et al., 2004), but such an apparatus is unlikely to create the low al'tude plasma balls o*en

reported.

The expected proper'es of plasmas are not typically associated with most observa'ons of lights in the

sky. Condon and Sullivan (1968, p. 750) discuss views expressed at a plasma UFO conference.

Par'cipants with backgrounds in theore'cal or experimental plasma physics agreed that containment of

plasmas by magne'c fields under atmospheric condi'ons would likely not last more than a second or

two. A large plasma would be expected to be hot, produce ozone and the smell of nitrous oxide, create

convec've air currents, cause electrical and acous'c noise, and be accompanied by unusual

meteorological condi'ons. This suggests that balls of light are now created and maintained by a new

technology which may even be based on a new physics. The observed effects are generated near

populated areas using seemingly inconspicuous equipment.

The loca'ons of just the sigh'ngs discussed above tell us where some of this development may be

taking place. One loca'on is likely near Reading, England, another near Milan, Italy, and others in the

northeastern and southwestern USA. These might be independent ac'vi'es, since the quality of the

"pain'ngs" in the USA are different from those in the other two countries.
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